Sample of the Philippines Domestic Driving License (As of 24 July 2015)

The Philippines domestic driving license still contains the same types and classes of driving license applied in the Philippines based on Philippines’ Land Transportation and Traffic Code (R.A. No. 4136) 1964 the Professional driver's license holder allows all following types/classifications of motor vehicles. However, he/she still have to pass written and practical examinations according to type/classification of motor vehicle being applied for:

Restriction 1 - Motorcycles/motorized tricycles
Restriction 2 - Vehicle up to 4500 KGS GVW
Restriction 3 - Vehicle above 4500 KGS GVW
Restriction 4 - Automatic Clutch up to 4500 KGS GVW
Restriction 5 - Automatic Clutch above 4500 KGS GVW
Restriction 6 - Articulated Vehicle 1600 KGS GVW below
Restriction 7 - Articulated Vehicle 1601 up to 4500 KGS GVW
Restriction 8 - Articulated Vehicle 4501 KGS above GVW
Restrictions 1, 2&4 - only for Non-professional driver’s license

Furthermore, the driver’s license will be color-coded starting next month (August) which will have bigger photos, letters and the inclusion of the words “driver’s license” in the cards for non-professional and professional drivers.

Student drivers will be issued orange licenses, while professional and non-professional drivers will be issued the traditional blue licenses.